Two-photon excitation fluorometric measurement of homogeneous microparticle immunoassay for C-reactive protein.
Recent developments in infrared laser technology have enabled the design of a compact instrumentation for two-photon excitation microparticle fluorometry (TPX). The microparticles can be used in immunoassays as the antibody-coated solid phase to capture an antigen and then detect it with a fluorescently labeled tracer antibody. Unlike most other methods, TPX technology allows low-volume, homogeneous immunoassays with real-time measurements of assay particles in the presence of a moderate excess of fluorescent tracer. In this study, the TPX assay system was used for the reagent characterization and the measurement of C-reactive protein (CRP) in diluted plasma samples, targeting the assay range useful in infectious disease diagnosis. The pentameric structure of the CRP permitted the optimization of an assay with the lowest detectable concentration of 1 microg/L (7.5 pM) by using a single monoclonal antibody both for capture and as the tracer. With a 1:200 predilution of samples, the measurement range of the assay was 1-150 mg/L, but an additional 1:10 dilution was required for higher concentrations. The TPX method showed a good correlation with the reference result obtained in a routine hospital laboratory, demonstrating the feasibility of the technology for immunodiagnostic applications.